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Abstract  
 
Purpose:  
 
More than 50% of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) patients have worsening of their OSA in the supine position (positional 
obstructive sleep apnea [POSA], commonly defined as supine to non-supine apnea hypopnea index (AHI) ratio of ≥ 2). 
Positional Therapy (PT) aims to prevent patients from sleeping in the supine position. One of the major limiting factors to 
the routine use of PT in clinical practice is the lack of validated tools to measure compliance objectively. Furthermore, 
there are no universal guidelines to determine if PT will be effective as stand alone or as adjunctive therapy. This paper 
assesses recent literature on PT demonstrating its effectiveness in management of POSA. It also outlines the proposed 
subclassification systems for POSA. 
 
 
Methods: Electronic literature review using EMBASE 
 
 
Results: 
 
Since the last review of PT by Ravesloot et al. (2012), ten studies were identified which demonstrate effectiveness of PT in 
POSA. We found three publications proposing different subclassification systems for POSA. There were three studies 
validating different compliance monitoring tools for PT. One study showed the cost benefits of incorporating PT into OSA 
management. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Positional Therapy is an effective treatment for POSA and progress has been made in development of tools for measuring 
compliance. Creating a subclassification of POSA may help develop targeted therapy for patients and determine its use as 
stand alone or adjunct therapy. The integration of PT into POSA management may be cost effective when compared to the 
use of CPAP alone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: Positional Therapy; Obstructive Sleep Apnea;  Continuous Positive Airway Pressure 
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Introduction 
 
Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) remains the first line of treatment for moderate to severe obstructive sleep 
apnea (OSA)[1, 2], but compliance with therapy is frequently poor [2, 3]. Mandibular advancement devices, upper airway 
stimulation, upper airway surgery, maxillofacial surgery and bariatric surgery are alternative options for management of 
OSA. Lifestyle modifications including weight loss, avoidance of alcohol, opioids and sedatives are also beneficial. 
 
Given the increasing prevalence of obesity, we anticipate the prevalence of OSA will increase. Because of the limited 
therapeutic options, there is a need to fully incorporate more modalities into the treatment algorithm for OSA. 
 
More than 50% of cases of OSA are worse or exist solely in certain positions, the so-called “worst sleeping position” 
which is typically apparent on polysomnographic monitoring. This is usually the supine position in the vast majority of 
cases [4, 5,6]. Positional Therapy (PT) aims at preventing sleep in the supine position. 
 
Positional OSA (POSA) is often defined as a supine to non-supine apnea hypopnea index (AHI) ratio of ≥ 2. However this 
definition is not universally accepted. Although positional therapy has been shown to be an effective, conservative option 
for the management of POSA, it is not routinely used in clinical practice. One major limitation to the routine use of PT is 
the lack of a reliable tool for measurement of compliance as well as continued effectiveness. 
 
Positional therapy alone may be adequate as the sole treatment modality for a subgroup of POSA patients who have sleep 
disordered breathing events only in the supine position or who have an insignificant number of events (defined as AHI 
<5/hour) in non supine positions. It may also be useful as adjunct therapy in POSA patients who have a significant number 
of events (AHI >5/hour) but to a lesser degree outside of the supine position. Positional therapy may also serve as salvage 
therapy for patients with POSA who refuse all other modalities of treatment, by helping to reduce the severity of OSA[7].  
 
Despite the documented efficacy of PT in the treatment of patients with POSA, it remains unclear which POSA patients 
may benefit from its long term use. It is not known whether some PT techniques are superior to others and whether it is 
cost effective therapy in the long term.  
 
The last review article on PT done by Ravesloot et al [5] in 2012 concluded that PT is a simple, inexpensive treatment 
option for POSA. Despite the fact that the effectiveness of PT has been shown in prior research, its use in clinical practice 
remains limited. The major limitations to the use of PT based on their review were the lack of good clinical trials focused 
on the role of PT in POSA and the lack of objective measures of long term compliance. Other issues identified include 
patient discomfort with PT devices with resultant sleep disruption, which impacted long term compliance. They concluded 
that there was a need for technical improvement of PT devices and further innovative research. 
 
 
Methods 
 
An electronic search was done in the EMBASE database on November 26, 2016 using the key words “Positional AND 
Therapy AND Sleep AND Apnea”. The search was from the time of the last review in 2012, until the date of the current 
search. We identified ten studies evaluating PT effectiveness and compliance. These studies were then stratified using the 
University of Oxford Level of Evidence for Evidence Based Medicine (Table I). 
We also identified and discussed six studies that focused on improving the current practice of PT. Three of these studies 
proposed subclassification systems for POSA to guide the clinical use of PT while the others were studies done to validate 
tools being developed to obtain compliance data for PT. There was one study which demonstrated the cost effectiveness of 
incorporating PT into the OSA management algorithm when appropriate, compared to the use of Continuous Positive 
Airway Pressure therapy (CPAP) alone. 
 
 
Results 
 
Positional Therapy Devices 
 
Positional therapy devices range from simple improvised devices mimicking the popular tennis ball technique to specially 
made apparatus, of which there are several varieties available. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have cleared 
three of such devices for use in clinical practice.  
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• A lightweight semi rigid wedge shaped device attached to an elastic belt and worn around the upper torso (Zzoma 
Positional Sleeper, Sleep Specialists, LLC, Abington, PA) used to prevent supine sleep in a study of 38 people 
with POSA by Permut et al. [8]. The device also normalized AHI to < 5/hour in study participants. 

 
• A battery powered neck-positioning device (Night Shift Sleep Positioner, Advanced Brain Monitoring, Carlsbad, 

CA) used to limit supine sleep in a study of 30 patients with POSA by Levendowski et al. [9]. The device 
minimized supine sleep by vibrating on detection of supine sleep. With the use of this device, 73% of study 
participants achieved an AHI of < 10/hour. 

 
• A double incline triangular pillow (SONA Pillow, Kissimmee, Florida) used to promote persistent lateral 

positioning and downward positioning of the jaw during sleep in a study of 22 patients with OSA by Zuberi et al. 
[10]. Patients with mild to moderate OSA were successfully treated with the device with a reduction in snoring as 
well as AHI to < 5/hour. 

 
Other positional therapy devices have been studied and demonstrated efficacy in limiting supine sleep [11,12], but do not 
have FDA clearance. 
 
 
Overview of literature 
 
There were ten studies published in the English language between 2012 and 2016 evaluating the effectiveness of PT in 
POSA (Table 2).  
 
 
The Effectiveness of PT in the management of POSA 
 
Benoist et al. [13] examined the effect of PT in the management of residual POSA following upper airway surgery. They 
used a PT device which vibrated whenever the supine position was assumed. Twelve of thirty three (37.5%) post operative 
patients treated with PT for 3 months showed a treatment response based on a follow up polysomnogram which 
demonstrated an overall reduction in AHI as well as a reduction in the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS). The non-
responders as well had a reduction in supine sleep and better minimum oxygen saturations. Compliance with PT, measured 
as usage for ≥ 4 hours a night for ≥ 5 days of the week, was reported at 89%. 
 
Jackson et al. [14] randomized 86 patients to treatment with PT using a “tennis ball-like” device in addition to sleep 
hygiene advice vs. sleep hygiene advice alone, for a four week period. Sleep hygiene advice included exercise, weight loss 
and sleeping in the lateral position. At the end of four weeks, both groups underwent a follow up polysomnogram. The 
active group wore a positional device during the follow up polysomnogram while the control group did not. The study 
showed a significant reduction in supine sleep as well as in AHI in the active group versus the control group. There was, 
however, no significant reduction in daytime sleepiness, neuropsychological measures and overall quality of life. 
 
Bidarian-Moniri et al. [15] assessed the effect of prone positioning on OSA. Thirty-two patients underwent a two night 
polygraphy. The first night was on a normal bed with optional positioning and a second night on a mattress and pillow for 
prone positioning (MPP). Seventeen of the twenty seven patients who completed the study were deemed to be responders 
and showed a significant reduction in mean AHI, oxygen desaturation index (ODI) and total supine sleep time. Twelve of 
the responders had POSA and five had non-POSA. 
 
The same group also evaluated fourteen patients with mild to moderate OSA with two ambulatory polysomnograms done 4 
weeks apart. The first was a baseline study done without any treatment, the second study was a treatment study with the 
MPP, carried out after the study participants had got accustomed to using the positioning device at home. The treatment 
study demonstrated a reduction in AHI and ODI, a reduction in supine time and an increase in prone time when compared 
to the baseline study. Ten of the patients achieved a 50% reduction in their AHI to values < 10 /hour [16]. 
 
In a retrospective study, DeVries et al. [17] conducted follow up polygrams (without electroencephalograms) on forty 
patients using PT after a period of twelve weeks and demonstrated treatment success in twenty seven of them based on 
significant reductions in AHI and improved oxygen saturations. The PT devices were either commercial waistbands or 
improvised by patients, both mimicking the tennis ball technique. Despite the demonstrated effectiveness of PT, patient 
usage diminished and long-term compliance was extremely poor. The majority of the patients, 26 of 40 patients were no 
longer using PT at follow up several months later. 
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Van Maanen et al. [4] limited supine sleep in a study of 145 patients with POSA using a lightweight device with an 
accelerometer, which vibrated on detecting supine positioning. The device was capable of storing data on sleep position. 
One hundred and six participants completed the study and showed a sustained reduction in supine sleep at 6 months with 
near total avoidance of supine sleep.  This was based on data obtained from the device. The supine sleep median 
percentage was 2%, 2% and 3% of total sleep time at 1 month, 3 months and 6 months respectively. Compliance defined as 
usage for > 4 hours per night was measured at 64.4%. However, if drop outs are taken into account, compliance was only 
46.9%. Measures of subjective sleepiness and sleep related quality of life also improved based on completion of the ESS, 
Functional Outcomes of Sleep Questionnaire (FOSQ), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality index questionnaires at baseline, 1 month, 
3 months and 6 months into the study. 
 
Levendowski et al. [9] assessed the efficacy of a neck worn PT device, which vibrated on supine positioning, in a study of 
30 patients. Their results showed significant reductions in AHI, improvements in oxygen saturation, reductions in 
arousal/improved sleep continuity based on comparison of baseline and follow up polysomnograms performed after at least 
4 weeks of therapy. Post treatment questionnaires showed a significant improvement in depression scores when compared 
to baseline questionnaires. 
 
Van Maanen et al. [1] studied 31 patients with POSA, treated with a vibrational PT device and demonstrated a significant 
reduction in median percentage supine sleep time and median AHI.  Fifteen of these achieved an optimal AHI of < 5 /hour. 
There was no significant change in sleep efficiency but sleep related quality of life was improved based on ESS and FOSQ 
questionnaires completed by the study participants. Short term compliance with PT, defined as usage every night for at 
least 4 hours per night was 92.7% at one month. 
 
In another study by Van Maanen et al. [18], evaluating thirty POSA patients treated using a neck-worn vibrational PT 
device, the study participants had a significant reduction in AHI.  Seven patients showed optimal reduction in AHI to < 
5/hour. Based on these findings, they proposed that PT could be a stand alone treatment in some mild to moderate POSA 
patients and as an adjunct in more severe cases. 
 
Heinzer et al. [19] studied sixteen patients with POSA who were treated with PT using a “tennis ball-like” device over 3 
months. Comparison of treatment polysomnographies with PT performed at 0 and 3 months, demonstrated sustained 
efficacy of PT with significant reductions in AHI, oxygen desaturation index and supine sleep time.  There was also a 
significant decrease in ESS measured at 0 and 3 months. Compliance at 3 months was objectively measured using an 
actigraphic monitor incorporated into the positional device at an average of 73.7% usage for 8 ± 2 hours per night. 
 
 
Subclassification of POSA 
 
There are currently no universal criteria for the diagnosis of POSA although several definitions have been utilized in 
literature [20]. This is a major barrier to the development of clear guidelines for the management of POSA. 
 
Cartwright identified the clinical importance of differentiating between positional and non-positional OSA in 1984 [21]. 
She defined POSA using an arbitrary cut off point of a difference of ≥ 50% in apnea index between supine and lateral sleep 
positions.  
 
In 1998, Markund et al. [22] defined POSA as supine AHI ≥10 and lateral AHI < 10/hour.  
 
Mador et al. [23] and Permut et al. [8] proposed that in addition to the ≥ 50% decrease in AHI from supine to non supine 
positions as defined by Cartwright, the non supine AHI should be < 5/hour to qualify as POSA.  
 
Bignold et al. [11] excluded mild OSA from their definition of POSA. They defined POSA as an overall AHI ≥ 15 events 
per hour, supine to non supine AHI of ≥ 2:1, ≥ 20 minutes of sleep spent in supine and non supine postures and a non 
supine AHI <15 events per hour. 
 
More recently, Frank et al. [20] proposed the Amsterdam Positional OSA Classification (APOC), which essentially 
modified Cartwright’s classification. Their recommendations were based on a consensus standard from experts in the field.  
 
The APOC suggests the following criteria for the diagnosis of POSA: 
 

• Patients should be diagnosed with OSA according to the American Academy of Sleep  
Medicine (AASM) criteria  
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• Patients spend greater than 10% of their total sleep time (TST) in both their best (BSP) and worst sleeping 
positions (WSP)  

• They suggest subclassifying POSA into three groups 
APOC I  - AHI in BSP < 5 events per hour  
APOC II - Lower OSA severity in BSP than their overall OSA category 
APOC III - Overall AHI ≥ 40 and AHI in BSP is ≥ 25% reduced compared to the overall AHI 

 
The APOC system differentiates OSA patients into true positional, the non-positional patient and the multifactorial patient 
(OSA severity partly influenced by position). Using the APOC criteria, the prevalence of POSA was ~55% in their OSA 
group. The APOC I group can potentially be optimally treated with PT as a stand alone therapy; the use of PT in APOC II 
and III would be as an adjunct or salvage therapy. The APOC was shown to have a better sensitivity (98%), specificity 
(88%), positive predictive value (89%) and negative predictive value (98%) in detecting POSA when compared to other 
POSA classification methods [20].  
 
The same group this time with Ravesloot as the lead author proceeded to compare diagnosis of  
POSA using APOC vs Cartwright criteria and demonstrated that more POSA cases were diagnosed, particularly in those 
with mild OSA using APOC [24]. Most of the mild OSA patients with POSA were APOC I (true positional) and could be 
treated with PT only. This group is less likely to be symptomatic and hence less likely to be compliant with CPAP so PT 
would be a suitable and cost effective treatment in this subgroup. 
 
Kim et al subclassified patients with POSA based on a modified Cartwright classification (excluding patients who spent 
less than 30 minutes each in the supine and non supine positions) into 2 groups and concluded that clinical features of both 
groups were different and subtyping POSA patients would help to guide treatment [25]. They proposed two subclasses:  

• Supine isolated OSA (siOSA): non-supine AHI < 5 events per hour (27%) 
• Supine predominant (spOSA): non-supine AHI > 5 events per hour (73%) 

 
Lee et al also subclassified POSA based on the Cartwright classification into 3 subtypes based on their non supine AHI and 
noted that the three subgroups had different clinical characteristics. They also felt that subtyping POSA may help guide 
treatment options [26]. 

• Subtype I – non-supine AHI < 5 events per hour (53%) 
• Subtype 2 – non-supine AHI > 5 but < 15 events per hour (28%) 
• Subtype 3 – non-supine AHI ≥ 15 events per hour (19%) 

 
There is no clear evidence at the present time to define the clinical role of subclassifying POSA. Further studies are needed 
to assess the usefulness of POSA subclasses in the management of POSA. 
 
 
Compliance monitoring in PT 
 
There have been studies evaluating methods to assess compliance with PT. The devices were able to monitor position and 
therefore record sleep positioning during nights of use and hence give objective compliance reports on a day-to-day basis. 
 
Van Maanen et al. [4] validated the accuracy of a vibratory supine avoidance device in measuring compliance. The device 
had an in built position sensor and was able to measure hours of use. Compliance was measured using the same criteria for 
CPAP compliance of 4 hours of usage per night. Objective measurement of compliance by the device was 71.2% and 
corresponded with subjective data obtained from self-reported online questionnaires, measured at 74.4%.  
 
Another device using an accelerometer and a microphone was able to detect key sleep parameters including sleep position, 
snoring, sleep versus wake. It also stored usage data and reports could be generated from a web portal. Patients were 
responsible for downloading their usage data from the portal, as the memory of the device was limited to six nights for 
detailed reports. However, summarized reports were available for up to 12 months. On the other hand, substantial drop out 
of patients was found. The accuracy of the device in detecting supine sleep and in detecting sleep/wake via actigraphy was 
validated by Levendowski et al. [9] by comparing the data from the device with video recordings and polysomnogram 
findings. 
 
In a preliminary communication of Omobomi et al. [27], the data from a portable wireless motion sensor chip was 
compared to manually scored data based on video recordings during polysomnography. There was a significant correlation 
between the two data sets, demonstrating accuracy of the chip in measuring position as well as time of use. There are 
ongoing efforts to incorporate the chip into a commercially available positional therapy device. 
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Cost effectiveness of PT  
 
There was one abstract published by Ramos et al. [28] on the cost-effectiveness of PT.  In that analysis, PT when used in 
the appropriate settings is proven to be cost effective. They demonstrated a cost saving by incorporating positional therapy 
into the treatment algorithm for OSA compared to using CPAP alone.	The study consisted of 42 patients with OSA, 6 
patients opted for weight management and one for an oral appliance. Twelve of the remaining 35 patients had POSA and 
were treated with PT and 23 were treated with CPAP. Average cost per patient for PT was $289.95 whilst average cost per 
patient for CPAP was $962.49. The use of PT in the 12 patients with POSA yielded savings of 24% when compared to 
using CPAP for all 35 patients. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Studies on PT in the management of POSA since the last review by Ravesloot et al. [2] continue to document efficacy in 
decreasing AHI and supine sleep. However, the vast majority of studies are small case series and cohort studies. Large 
good quality randomized controlled trials with long term follow up are lacking. This poses a limitation in providing a good 
evidence base for the routine use of PT in clinical practice. 
 
The efficacy of PT is primarily measured by reduction in supine sleep and AHI. Optimal treatment of OSA is currently 
defined as AHI <5/hour. Some studies on PT efficacy achieve a significant reduction in supine sleep and AHI, but 
treatment AHI remains >5/hour and these are still regarded as successful treatments. It is not clear whether some PT 
techniques are superior to others in minimizing supine sleep and optimizing reductions in AHI.  
 
Measurements of the effect of PT on secondary outcomes like daytime sleepiness, neuropsychological outcomes and sleep 
related quality of life have yielded inconsistent results. Bearing in mind that these studies utilize various PT devices, it is 
difficult to generalize the results. There are various mechanisms by which PT devices limit supine sleep. Some devices 
make it difficult/uncomfortable to assume the supine position whilst others vibrate when supine sleep is detected to alert 
patients to assume a non supine position. The vibratory PT devices are arguably more comfortable than the PT devices that 
mimic the tennis ball technique, hence secondary outcomes may vary. PT devices with similar mechanisms of action may 
also vary in degree of comfort and tolerability. 
 
Another potential limitation in creating guidelines for routine use in POSA is that there is no universal definition for 
POSA. The aforementioned studies have utilized various definitions of POSA. There are at least 4 different definitions of 
POSA detailed in this review.  
 
The proposed subclassification systems for POSA are largely based off of Cartwright’s original definition of POSA, with 
slight modifications in some cases. More studies are needed to assess the clinical role of subclassifying POSA. A 
consensus on a universal subclassification system will also be beneficial if there is indeed a clinical benefit. Much of the 
push for subtyping POSA is towards developing targeted clinical guidelines for incorporating PT into the OSA 
management algorithm. It may help determine in which patients PT will be effective as stand-alone therapy vs. adjunctive 
therapy 
 
Since the last review, there has been further innovative research geared towards development and validation of compliance 
measurement tools for PT. To our knowledge, not all of these tools are commercially available at the present time for 
clinical use. One commercially available FDA cleared device has the capability to record hours of use and time spent in 
supine sleep. The major limitation identified with some of the described tools is the reliance on patients to manually upload 
their compliance data. Unfortunately, while PT compliance tools may detect snoring by the use of microphones, they do 
not have a means to detect residual apneas or hypopneas. Their inability to measure residual AHI means they do not 
provide data to confirm continued effectiveness of PT in limiting respiratory events with long term use.  
 
Compliance with PT has no defined target criteria and PT compliance described in some of the identified studies is often 
measured using CPAP criteria or unique definitions as specified by the authors. However, it remains unclear how many 
hours of PT use per night and what percentage of nights PT needs to be used to achieve short and long term clinical 
benefits. 
 
In the short term, PT appears to be cost effective when compared to CPAP. However, in the absence of data on the 
continued effectiveness of PT in the long term and the durability of PT devices, it is difficult to conclude whether PT is 
cost effective in the long run. CPAP is perceived to be durable and effective for up to 5 years bearing in mind that it is 
associated with ongoing maintenance costs; it is unclear how many PT device replacements will be needed in the same 
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time frame to maintain effectiveness whilst also accounting for wear and tear. Further longitudinal studies are needed to 
assess long term costs of PT. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
Positional therapy in its various forms is proven to be an effective therapy for management of POSA.  
The routine use of PT is limited by several factors including the lack of a universal definition for POSA and the lack of 
specific clinical guidelines for the use of PT. Subtyping POSA patients may help create clearer practice guidelines for the 
use of PT and promote individualized care for POSA patients by determining who will benefit from PT as a standalone 
treatment or as adjunct therapy. There is a need for good quality clinical trials to further strengthen the evidence base for 
PT use in POSA. 
 
Objective measurement of compliance with PT is an ongoing process and its successful implementation and easy 
availability will likely make PT use more favorable in the future. The inability to continuously monitor sustained 
effectiveness in limiting respiratory events may make PT compliance measurements remain inferior to CPAP compliance 
measurements. 
 
It appears to be cost effective in the short term to incorporate PT into the OSA treatment algorithm, but it will be useful to 
know the long term running costs of PT to make a more accurate judgement.  Despite new innovation and progress made in 
the field of PT since the last review, there still remains ample room for further innovative and clinical research into PT as 
well as POSA. 
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Abbreviations 
 
AHI – Apnea Hypopnea Index 
 
APOC - Amsterdam Positional OSA Classification 
 
BSP – Best sleeping position 
 
CPAP – Continuous Positive Airway Pressure 
 
ESS – Epworth Sleepiness Scale 
 
FOSQ - Functional Outcomes of Sleep Questionnaire 
 
MAD – Mandibular Advancement Devices 
 
MPP - Mattress and pillow for prone positioning 
 
ODI – Oxygen Desaturation Index 
 
OSA – Obstructive Sleep Apnea 
 
POSA – Positional Obstructive Sleep Apnea 
 
PT – Positional Therapy 
 
siOSA – supine isolated OSA 
 
spOSA – supine predominant OSA 
 
TST – Total sleep time 
 
WSP – Worst sleeping position 
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Table I : Oxford Center for Evidence-based Medicine Level of Evidence 
 
Level of Evidence       Therapy 
1a Systematic review of randomized control trials 
1b Individual randomized control trials 
1c All or none 
2a Systematic review of cohort studies 
2b Individual cohort study, low quality randomized control studies 
2c Outcomes Research 
3a Systematic review of case control studies 
3b Individual case control study 
4 Case series, poor quality cohort and case control studies 
5 Expert opinion 
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Table II : Evidence Table 
 

 Year Design LOE No BMI 
 
Kg/ 
m2 

Device AHI 
 

AHI 
(+PT) 

Supine 
TST 
% 

Supine 
TST 
(+PT)  
% 

Sleep 
Efficiency 
% 

Sleep 
Efficiency 
(+PT)  
% 

ESS ESS 
(+PT) 

Minimum  
Oxygen 
Saturation 
% 

Minimum  
Oxygen 
Saturation 
(+PT) 
% 

Site 
+ 
FU 
 

Benoist L  
et al 

2016 Prospective 
Cohort 
(post op) 

4 32/ 
33 

27.9 
+/- 
2.8 

Sleep Position 
Trainer 

18.3b 

 
12.5b 

 
40. 1b 7.4 b 90.8b 89.5b 10b 7b 85.5b 88b  The Netherlands 

3 months 

Jackson M 
et al *** 

2015 RCT 
Case control 

2b 46/ 
86 
*** 

30a Tennis Ball 
SPM Device 

20.1a 10.8a 130.9a,c 28.4a,c 76.3a 75.5a 9.9a 8.1a 87.9a 89.8a Australia 
4 weeks 

Bidarian MA et 
al 
 

2015 Case series 4 27/ 
32 

28a Mattress & 
pillow for 
prone 
positioning 
(MPP) 

23b 7b 142b,c <1b,c NA NA NA NA NA NA Sweden 
2 days 

Bidarian MA et 
al 

2015 Cohort 4 14 26a MPP 26a 8a 128a,c 10a,c 79a 74a 12a 9a 80a 87a Sweden 
4 weeks 

De Vries GE et 
al 

2015 Retrospective 
observational 

4 40/ 
53 

28 
+/_ 
4.1 

 

Werkmeister 
SnurkStop/ 
Tennis ball 
mimics 

14.5b 5.9b 155.3b,c 33.5b,c NA NA 12.2 
+/_ 
5.4 

10.2 +/-  
5.5 

86b 87b The Netherlands 
12 weeks 

Van Maanen JP 
et al 

2014 Prospective 
multi-center 
cohort 

4 106/ 
145 

27b 

 
 

Sleep Position 
Trainer 

11.5b 

 
 

NA 21b 3b NA NA 11b 

 
 

8b 

 
 

NA NA The Netherlands 
6 months 

Levendowski  
DJ et al 

2014 Prospective 
Cohort 

4 30/ 
36 

28 +/-
3.4 

Night Shift 
Sleep 
Positioner 

24.7 
+/- 
14.7 

7.5 
+/- 
7.7 

46.4 +/- 
12.7 

2.2 
+/- 
6.1 

80.9 
+/- 
11.9 

85.1 
+/- 
7.6 

11.3 
+/- 
4.6 

9.5 
+/- 
4.6 

NA NA California 
4 weeks 

Van Maanen JP 
et al 

2013 Prospective 
Cohort 

4 31/3
6 

27 
+/- 
3.7 

Sleep Position 
Trainer 

16.4b 

 
5.2b 49.9b 0b 89.1b 89.4b 11b 9b 84.5 +/- 4.1 88.4 +/- 3.6 The Netherlands 

1 month 

Van Maanen JP 
et al 

2012 Prospective 
Cohort  

4 30 27.7+/
_ 3.6 

Sleep Position 
Trainer 

27.7 
+/_ 
2.4 

12.8 
+/_ 2.2 

40 +/_ 
3.5 

19 
+/_ 
4.1 

 

91.9 +/- 1.4 88.3+/- 
1.8 

NA NA NA NA The Netherlands 
18 months 

Heinzer RC et 
al 

2012 Prospective 
Cohort 

4 16 25.4 
+/- 
4.1 

Tennis ball 
derivative 

26.7 
+/- 
17.5 

6.0 +/- 
3.4 

42.8 +/- 
26.2 

5.8 
+/- 7.2 

NA NA 9.4 
+/- 
4.5 

6.6 +/_ 
4.7 

84.7 
+/- 3.8 

87.3 +/-  
4.3 

Switzerland 
3 months 
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+ PT: With Positional Therapy 
a: Mean 
b: Median 
c: Minutes 
AHI: Apnea hypopnea index 
ESS: Epworth sleepiness scale 
FU: Follow up period 
LOE: Level of evidence 
NA: Not analyzed  
SPM: Sleep position modification 
TST: Total sleep time 
Data are presented as mean+/- SD unless otherwise indicated 
 
***Case control studies: data included for cases only, control data excluded 
 
 
 
 


